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INTRODUCTION
For decades, Vancouver has been a leader in smart and
sustainable city building. We’ve pioneered new built
forms, such as the continuous public waterfront and
the podium-tower development model that has been
replicated world-wide. We rejected freeways and made
infrastructure investments in rapid transit, making
us one of only two North American cities to have a
rapid transit connection between the airport and
downtown. And today, we are pioneering new ways to
transition traditional industrial areas into productive
and proactive forces for improving the sustainability
of our economy and the quality of city life.
With a politically supported vision to create the
greenest place to work in the world, we are now
exploring new ways to leverage the the private
sector, community groups, and academic institutions
as engines for positive social, environmental, and
economic change. Through concentrating this energy
on the city’s central industrial and employment
districts, we are creating a district dedicated to
experimentation, innovation, and education—an

area that will showcase green innovation, feature
green buildings and smart infrastructure, support
sustainability-related industries, and attract new
impact investment.
The nexus of this activity is the False Creek Flats—a
primarily industrial area that is over 300 acres and
makes up approximately 15% of Vancouver’s industrial
land base. “The Flats” are home to over 600 businesses,
many of which serve a back-of-house function for the
city’s retail and service sectors. This area is already
undergoing a number of changes that are bringing
new energy, attention, and innovative thinking to
the district. These include the development of a new
university campus and the introduction of a cutting
edge school for digital media, an influx of technology
and R&D-based businesses, and the co-location of
like-minded businesses for the purposes of sharing
resources, reducing costs, and capitalizing on business
synergies. Despite this groundswell of activity, the
Flats remains something of a diamond in the rough—a
relatively unknown or unbranded part of the city.

QUICK-START ACTIONS
In order to seed and support the development of
a green enterprise zone in the False Creek Flats, the
Vancouver Economic Commission has spent the last
year engaging with businesses, building up project
partnerships, and uncovering the story of the Flats—

past, present, and future. These activities are outlined
below, and the outcomes of these activities, which
include the development of a number of new projects,
partnerships, and investigations, are detailed in the
following pages.

With Individual Business Owners in the False Creek
Flats and Prospective Businesses

01/
Targeted Engagement

With Experts in Sustainable Community
Development and Industrial Land Revitalization
With Potential Project Partners, Funders,
Students, and Academic Institutions
With Business Clusters that have a Demonstrated
Interest in the False Creek Flats

02/
Demonstration +
Partnership Development

Capacity Building Projects with Individual
Businesses in the Food and Textiles Sectors
Community Projects that are Spurring a Shift from
Linear Material Flows to Circular Economy Models
Demonstration Projects that Showcase New
Green and Digital Technologies

Website Development, Storytelling, and Establishing
Awareness of the Important Economic Role of the Flats

03/
Telling the Story

Ongoing Communication to Build the Capacity of
the Community to Contribute to a Shared Vision
Metrics of Success for Economic Development that is as
much Purpose-Driven as it is Profit-Driven

KEY GREEN ENTERPRISE ZONE THEMES
Through our quick-start actions and engagement with
the business community, four major themes have
been established as being of critical importance for
transforming the False Creek Flats from a traditional
industrial zone to an engine of sustainable and
innovative economic development for the city of
Vancouver.

01/ Circular Economy
The term ‘the circular economy’ broadly encapsulates
any and all economic activity geared toward keeping
materials in circulation (and out of the landfill!).
Players in the ‘circular economy’ thus include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designers that are consciously designing for
deconstruction or reuse,
Manufacturers making products from recovered
materials,
Service providers who offer products on lease in
order to ensure they are recovered, repaired, or
refurbished rather than disposed,
Sharing platforms that facilitate the use of
products and services without ownership,
Retailers that sell 2nd-life goods, and
Waste recovery technology developers that
retrieve value from waste streams

As one of the last major industrial areas in Vancouver,
the False Creek Flats has a significant role to play in
supporting the shift to a more circular economy. The
Flats are already home to a significant portion of
Vancouver’s designers, manufacturers, wholesalers,
and distributors, as well as more than 25 businesses
dedicated to reuse, repair, resale or recycling of
products that are already in circulation.

02/ Smart Logistics
Smart City technologies typically refer to sensor and
response technologies that improve the efficiency of
urban life, but there are a number of other innovations
contributing to the development of smarter, more
efficient, and more connected cities. These include
social business platforms and digital citizenship tools,
innovative business models that respond to common
urban issues such as traffic and security concerns, and
the deployment of physical technologies, goods, or
services that outperform the standard.
As a primary distribution hub for the city, the Flats
can serve as a centre for smart logistics, improving
the performance of entire industry clusters through
new means of distributing goods and services. There
are over 30 businesses in the Flats already dedicated
to developing innovative new products, services,
or technologies, and a handful of others that are
revolutionizing their industries by shifting their
business model altogether.

03/ Spaces to Grow
Vancouver, like most great cities, is plagued by high
land values. This sometimes makes it difficult for new
businesses to find start-up spaces and scale-up spaces
in which they can thrive. Flexible lease structures,
colocation facilities, a diversity of industrial and office
spaces, and resource-shares will all be integral to
creating low barrier spaces for business to thrive.
A significant amount of the land base in the False Creek
Flats is owned by the City of Vancouver, which will play
an integral role in creating new spaces for developing
businesses. These lands are complemented by anchor
institution developments, such as a university campus,
and a savvy development community that is eager to
explore new models of development for Vancouver’s
inner city industrial lands.

Solutions-Based 			
04/ Regulating
One of the most frustrating processes for business
owners is contending with policies, bylaws, and
permitting frameworks that are inflexible in the
face of innovative business models or technologies.
Recognizing that these regulatory frameworks are
important to the functional development of the city, we
need to innovate in the way we develop and implement
these frameworks so that in their attempt to keep out
the type of development that can be detrimental to
civic life, they don’t also prevent beneficial projects
from moving forward.
Developing regulation-light ‘test zones’, along with
new processes for helping businesses navigate the
municipal regulatory structures will be integral to
the success of the green enterprise zone. There is
one project already underway to experiment with
collaborative policy writing—leveraging the insight
of sustainable business leaders to develop policies that
will encourage their peers to catch up.

COMMUNITY COMMITMENT

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS
CENTRE FOR DIGITAL MEDIA
Digital Storytelling + Social Business

EMILY CARR UNIVERSITY OF ART
+ DESIGN
New Campus Development
+ New Industry, Office, + Retail Development

Master of Digital Media Program

D.STUDIO, UBC
Business by Design Program at
Sauder School of Business

Strategy Assistance for Entrepreneurs

MATE

CITYSTUDIO
Micro-Projects, Research, + Storytelling

ARTS + CULTURE

Innovation + Talent Program for City Hall

CITY OF VANCOUVER
District Plan + Economic Strategy

TALENT + EDUCATION

for Making the Flats the Greenest Place to Work

VANCOUVER ECONOMIC
COMMISSION
Green + Digital Demonstration Program

TRANSPORTATION + LOGISTICS

to Showcase New Technologies

FUTURE STRATEGIES
Collaborative Policy Development
to Boost Sustainable Business

312 MAIN STREET
Vancouver Innovation Hub

GOVERNMENT

Social, Green, + Tech Business Incubation

CREATIVE ENERGY
Neighbourhood Energy Utility

+ Centre for Clean Energy Innovation

A number of businesses, community organizations, academic institutions, and
government workers are already working to help realize the vision of creating
“the greenest place to work in the world” in the False Creek Flats. This is a
sampling of some of the projects that are laying the groundwork for transforming
a traditional industrial area into a hub of green enterprise and innovation.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
ReUse. ReEducate. ReStore.

NON-PROFITS +
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Deconstruction + ReUse Program

MUSEUM OF VANCOUVER
Upcycle: A Live City-Wide Exhibit
Changing the Story of Material Recovery

GREATER VANCOUVER
FOOD BANK
Centre for Food Excellence

ERIAL FLOWS

A Hub for Social Purpose Food Businesses

URBAN OPUS
My Flats: A Dynamic Dashboard

DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Measuring Success through Digital Citizenship

RECYCLING ALTERNATIVE
GreenHUB

Recycling Hub + Recycling Tech Incubator

POLICY INNOVATION

GNW SCENE SHOP
+ Arts Factory

A Co-Location Hub for Arts + Culture

FOOD + BEER
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

COMMISSARY CONNECT
Local Food Incubator
+ Food Truck Home Base

DIRECT TAP
Centralized Craft Beer Distribution
+ Spent Grain Collection

SHIFT URBAN DELIVERY
Delivery by Bike

A Cooperative for Greener Deliveries

HYDRA TECHNOLOGIES
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Fleet Conversion
+ Charging Infrastructure

BUSINESSES +
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
visit www.falsecreekflats.ca

